Buying and processing Sustainable Palm Oil
Segregated system

Who
This information is meant to inform producers who want to buy and process sustainable palm oil using the Segregated system.

In this system the sustainable palm oil remains physically separated from conventional oil throughout the entire
supply chain, which requires separate tanks, trucks and refining. Buyers of segregated sustainable palm oil are
guaranteed that the oil in a shipment originates from RSPO-certified plantations. The acquired oil is thus sustainable.
UTZ-certified (www.utzcertified.org) is responsible for the administration and traceability of the segregated sustainable palm oil.
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Requirements buying and processing using the Segregated system
To be able to claim the use of sustainable palm oil from the Segregated system, a palm oil processing manufacturer
requires:
RSPO membership;
RSPO supply chain certification.

Claim on products produced with sustainable palm oil using the Segregated system
After acquiring RSPO membership and obtaining supply chain certification, a producer is entitled to state the following claim:
This product contains (only/…%) RSPO-certified sustainable palm oil.

Requests to alter the claim can be made by sending the proposed text to the RSPO-Claims Approval Committee
(CAC) for review. The CAC aims to deal with all requests within 5 working days. For more information on this subject please refer to communications@rspo.eu .
Furthermore the following RSPO Trademarks may be printed on the retail package to communicate the usage of
sustainable palm oil to the consumer (RSPO Trademark graphic design rules must be met):
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RSPO membership
To apply for RSPO-membership the application form can be downloaded at www.rspo.org or the online form can be
filled out.
Applications for RSPO membership are a commitment for a two-year period. The membership fees are due annually.
After the first two years the membership can be renewed on a yearly basis.
RSPO membership fee :
Ordinary Member
:€
[Ordinary Member (small grower < 500 ha) : €
Affiliate Member
:€
Supply Chain Associate
:€

2000,- per year
500,- per year]
250,- per year
100,- per year

Buying and processing fractions of Sustainable Palm Oil
Depending on the requested type of fraction, prices may vary. In the segregated system the fractions of palm oil
are agreed upon. When buying fractions of palm oil, the ratio of the fraction must be considered. The default values
of the fractions are depicted in the following diagram:
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Operational costs
The Certified Sustainable Palm Oil premium is agreed upon between buyer and seller. This premium includes all administrative and certification costs for UTZ Certified and RSPO.

Examples on how to calculate with ratios
For the production of 1 mt of segregated palm oil, Loders Croklaan needs 1,06 mt (= 1.000/940) of segregated CPO
to produce the required amount. This is having an impact on the sustainability premium for palm oil (1.06 * segregated CPO premium).
For the production of 1 mt of segregated palm stearine, Loders Croklaan needs 5,32 mt (= 1.000/188) of segregated CPO to produce the required amount. This is having an impact on the sustainability premium for palm stearine
(5.32 * segregated CPO premium).
For the production of 1 mt of segregated palm olein, Loders Croklaan needs 1,33 mt (= 1.000/752) of segregated
CPO to produce the required amount. This is having an impact on the sustainability premium for palm olein (1.33 *
segregated CPO premium).

Important
Retailers claiming the usage of sustainable palm oil in their private label products, on their websites or on promotional materials are required to acquire RSPO membership because they are the brand owner. Retailers do not need
supply chain certification, except when they own the production facilities.

Questions and additional information
For additional information on buying and processing sustainable palm oil and the services of Loders Croklaan,
please contact your sales manager.
Loders Croklaan:

www.croklaan.com

Roundtable on Sustainable Palm Oil:

www.rspo.org and www.rspo.eu

UTZ certified:

www.utzcertified.org
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